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nereal diseases came into the world
when man stopped trusting God and
permitted the priests to interfere in
his sex affairs, and that the priest-
hood of all ages have bungled every-
thing else they have tried to regulate
to the same extent that they have
blighted the primal sex purity of the
world.

I am not writing this for the bene-
fit of "One of Them," as she is so
eternally orthodox in her ideas of
"punishments," '"mis-steps- ," "wrong
doing," etc., all taken over direct
from the priesthood, that she will not
understand what I am talking about,
but there are other Forum writers
and readers who do understand and
my spiel is for them.

The slightly revolutionary spirit
that my fellow prostitute exhibits in
lier references to conventional jus-
tice; the accommodating secretary at
$100 per, man-ma- laws, weakling
girls, etc., is offset by her assumption
that she is able to judge the love and
sex affairs of others, whether of the
same or of widely different ages. She
speaks of "the honest prostitute" as
if any of us prostitutes, whether eco-
nomic, political or philosophical,
could be honest and exist in this lying
world of ours.

All the prostitutes 1

have ever known have had orthodox
minds and, being well known myself
as a high class philosophical harlot,
I advise the other variety to stick to
their profession and leave the high-
brow stuff to experts. A Male

MILITARY TRAINING. Let me
warn the "people of Chicago to be
against the military system now
being introduced into the city high
schools.

I had a dose of the infamous slave-maki-

scheme in a high school
when I was old. I said slave-makin- g.

Yes, precisely for there is
no other purpose in the scheme than
to make the many obey the wishes
of the few, and to do it without ques

tion. I hate anything that says "do
this or that," without allowing 'one
to use his reason. Military teaches
implicit obedience. Do soldiers obey
because they believe that what they
are about to do is right or just? No,
they do nothing of the kind. They
obey because they fear.

Fear, that is the word. Get a man
where he fears another and you have
a slave in just the proportion that he
fears. The rulers rule because the
ruled fear. They who fear lose their
backbone. They are cowards. "They

"submit without protest.
Kings, Caesars, Neros, czars,

popes, bishops, rulers of all kinds,
have always instilled fear into the
minds of their subjects, parishioners
and slaves. These slaves, when
aroused by the spirit of liberty and
contemplate breaking their yokes,
are called forth to kill and to be killed
in battle by their rulers under the
pretense of kulture, democracy, pro-
tection of small nations, liberty, na-
tional honor and a thousand other
excuses, which the people swallow,
hook and all.

When the war is over the masses
are overwhelmed with hatred of their

enemies and with the grief
that they will humbly submit to being
ruled again. Sometimes popes tell
the world that wars are visitations of
the wrath of God. The people believe
this, and the kings being crowned by
the bishops receive their right to rule
from God (?). The people are told
they are fighting a righteous war and
that God is on their side, so they are
bound to win. My! how the poor, de-

luded, hypnotized and crazed people
fight!

This may seem funny to some, but
these are facts. I can say that the
moral life of men in military schools,
national guards, the regular army
and navy is rotten. Venereal diseases
are common.

I could tell things that are done
by military men that would make the
tenderloin residents blush with
shame. If you want your boy to be
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